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Book Review 
Automatentheor ie  und Forrnale Sprachen,  BD. 111 ("Automata 
Theory and Formal Languages") Vol. 3: '~Formal Languages." By G. HoTz 
AND V. CLAUS, 1971. Hochschulskripten 823a*, Bibliographisches Institut, 
Mannheim, 1972. 241 Pp. 
In this volume, the authors introduce formal anguage theory from a very 
formal point of view indeed. The basis for their presentation is category 
theory, which is thoroughly developed to the point of providing a set of 
categorical tools for representing derivations in Semi-Thue systems. The 
advantage of this approach is that of generality; several facts and theorems 
which used to be treated separately can now be presented in a uniform way. 
Also, the notions of canonical derivation, or strong and weak equivalence, 
can be extended beyond the scope in which they were originally defined. The 
authors claim that the presentation ofLR(k) grammars becomes particularly 
transparent by using categorical rguments, and they extend some of Knuth's 
results about these grammars. 
The four chapters in this volume cover X categories, decidability questions, 
context-free languages, and the parsing of CFL's, especially for LR(k) 
grammars. 
Unfortunately, the rigor of the formal presentation seems excessive at 
times, and a person mainly interested in the results about formal languages 
may find the first chapter and the categorical proofs in later chapters very 
uncomfortable to read. As a matter of fact, some of these proofs seem un- 
necessarily long compared to those found in standard textbooks. 
The basic idea is the following. Take a category with objects (9, morphisms 
./~, domain and codomain functions Q:(9---~J~" and Z:(9---~.///t' (~-= 
Quelle = source; Z = Ziel = target) and associative partial composition o: 
~/~2 ~ .It'. Extend this by introducing a new law × : d#---~ ~/~ and × : 
(9~-+ (9 such that ((9, ×)  and ( J t ,  ×)  are semigroups, Q and Z are semi- 
group homomorphisms, and o distributes over × when applicable. Now we 
have an X category. We can visualize this by taking (9 to be a set of strings 
over some alphabet ((9 = {a, b}*, for example), where × :(9~-->(9 is the 
operation of concatenation. Then a morphism f ~ Jg  can be drawn as a box 
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with input wires and output wires labeled with letters from the alphabet, 
such that the input wires spell out the string ~(f)  and the output wires spell 
out z ( f ) .  
a b b 
Example: ~( / )  ~ abb J I I 1 
t I 
Z( f )  = baba. I "J I f 
b a b a 
The operations o and X for morphisms can now be interpreted as serial and 
parallel connection of boxes, such as: 
¢ = ( /×  ] )o  (h × 1o) 
Q(¢) = Q({) × Q(y) = abbab 
Z(¢) = Z(h)  × a = abaa. 
abb ab 
Here, la designates the identity morphism 1~ :{a}--> {a}, and represents he 
"through-wire" which is the second exit from ~; this assures correct domain 
and codomain matching for morphism composition o.
An X category is said to be a free X category iff there is a free set of 
morphism generators z~¢ such that the morphisms of ~ '  are the smallest set 
containing d and closed under the morphism operations o and ×. Only free 
X categories are of interest for the study of formal anguages, and the authors 
show how to construct a free X category given a set of generators ~ and an 
object set ~? which is a free semigroup, like {a, b}* in our example. Now the 
connection with Semi-Thue systems becomes apparent: To each rewrite rule, 
say abb --~ baba, corresponds a morphism generator, say f .  The existence of a 
morphism ¢ then expresses the fact that the word Z(¢) is derivable from the 
word Q(¢), and to the derivation corresponds the generation of ¢ from 
generators in d .  The authors how that under certain quite general conditions 
each morphism has a unique canonicalform ¢ = ¢1 ° ¢2 o ... o ~b~, where each 
~b i is 1~, × ~ × lw' and N is a generator; ¢~ corresponds to the ith derivation 
step where the string wQ(~)w' is replaced by the string wZ(g)w'  by application 
of rewrite rule ~, and where the sequence roughly corresponds to what is 
known as leftmost derivation in context-free grammars. 
Beyond their application to formal languages, the authors show how 
X categories can be useful to treat networks, recursive functions defined by 
Kleene equations, and generalized automata such as tree automata. 
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The categorical approach to automata theory has also been taken by 
Eilenberg and Wright (Automata in general algebras, Inform. Contr. 11, 4, 
1967) and Give'on and Arbib (Algebra automata II: The categorical frame- 
work for dynamic analysis, Inform. Contr., 12, 4, 1968). More recently, 
M. Wand has combined category theory and Scott's lattice theory in 
"Mathematical Foundations of Formal Language Theory," MAC TR-108, 
MIT, Cambridge, Massachussetts (1973). But these approaches focus on the 
automata used to recognize or generate formal anguages. The development 
of X categories and the direct representation f language generation and 
parsing by rewrite rules in the X categorical formalism permits some new 
insights into these matters; the main benefit seems to be the possibility of 
generalization and uniformity. 
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